Firm-level investment paths are commonly characterised by periods of low or zero investment punctuated by large investment 'spikes'. We document that such spikes are important for understanding firm and aggregate level investment in the UK. We show that annual variation in aggregate investment is driven by variation in the number of firms undertaking investment spikes rather than in the size of spikes or in investment outside of spikes. Our main contribution is to set out and estimate a firm-level model of the timing of investment spikes that: (i) incorporates measures of macroeconomic conditions and can be used to replicate movements in aggregate investment; (ii) incorporates a role for firm capital structure, which we demonstrate explains part of firms' heterogeneous investment responses to the Great Recession. We find an important role for low demand growth in depressing investment in the recession and for ongoing uncertainty in prolonging investment weakness in later years. The minority of firms that persistently operate with high debt levels were significantly less likely to undertake an investment spike after the recession, which is consistent with them having been more exposed to financial distress.
It is well documented that firm-level investment profiles can be characterised by periods of low or zero investment, punctuated by large discrete changes, commonly referred to as 'spikes' or 'lumps' (Doms and Dunne (1998) , Cooper and Haltiwanger (1993) , Cooper et al. (1999) , Nilsen and Schiantarelli (2003) ). This pattern of intermittent investment has been linked both theoretically and empirically to the presence of non-convex capital adjustment costs (such as fixed costs) and indivisibility of investment projects (Caballero (1999) , Cooper and Haltiwanger (2006) ) Accounting for these features of firm-level capital adjustment is important for explaining fluctuations in firm-level investment.
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In this paper, we show that accounting for intermitancy in firm-level investment is also important for explaining short-term fluctuations in aggregate investment. Building from this observation, we set out and estimate a firm-level model of the timing of investment spikes. Using simulations of the firm-level model, we
show that the predicted proportion of firms undertaking investment spikes each year matches the observed aggregate. We argue that a micro-founded model of investment that explicitly incorporates the role of nonconvex firm-level adjustment costs and of common aggregate shocks is important for the study of aggregate investment dynamics. We also show how such a model can be used to study firm-level heterogeneity in investment responses to the Great Recession. We apply this to the UK, which saw a large fall in aggregate investment after the 2008 financial crisis but with significant heterogeneity across firms. Our empirical results show that firm's capital structure before the recession helps to explain part of that heterogeneity.
Specifically, we use a large panel of UK company accounts for the period 1995 to 2011 to show that discrete firm-level changes in capital stocks (henceforth 'spikes') are important for explaining variation in investment at both the firm and aggregate UK levels. Spikes are relatively rare, but most firms undertake them at some point and, when they do, they are very important for determining the size of the capital stock over long periods. This finding represents new evidence for service sector industries (previous studies have focused almost exclusively on manufacturing firms) and the UK. We provide empirical evidence that spikes are central to understanding variation in aggregate investment; the majority of annual variation in aggregate UK investment, including over the Great Recession, is explained by variation in the proportion of firms undertaking spikes. The magnitude of spikes themselves and the amount of investment happening outside of spikes play only a minor role. This need not have been true; we could have found that the size of firm-level investment spikes or of investment outside of spikes were more important for aggregate variation. There is an ongoing debate in macroeconomics over whether microeconomic investment lumpiness has implications for how aggregate shocks affect aggregate investment (as argued by Caballero and Engel (1999) and Bachmann et al. (2013) ), or whether adjustment in output and factor prices partially or wholly offset the effect of discreteness at the firm-level (as argued by Thomas (2002) , and Khan and Thomas (2008) ).
2 While different DSGE models can produce different predictions, there is some empirical evidence that changes in the frequency of firm-level spikes matter for variations in aggregate investment ; Cooper et al. (1999) and Gourio and Kashyap (2007) show this for the USA and the USA and Chile respectively.
Our results contribute to this empirical evidence. We conclude that understanding short run fluctuations in investment (at the firm and aggregate levels) requires an understanding of what drives the timing of firm-level investment spikes.
Our main contribution is to estimate a firm-level investment hazard, which describes the probability that a firm undertakes an investment spike in a given year conditional on firm characteritics and duration since the previous spike.
3 Intuitively, in each period, the firm optimisation problem for the choice of capital stock can be characterised as a choice between investing today (and bearing the associated costs in return for a larger, and possibly higher quality, capital stock) and not investing (and allowing the capital stock to depreciate for an additional period) ). A duration model captures the idea that immediately following a spike, a firm's capital stock should be at (or close to) the desired level. As time passes, a number of factors, including the depreciation of the capital stock, any technological advances embodied in new capital equipment, and the accumulation of (persistent) productivity and demand shocks increase the probability that the benefit from investment now outweighs the non-convex capital adjustment costs (i.e. the hazard is upward sloping). In using this framework, we are building on Cooper et al. (1999) , which motivates an empirical investment hazard from a flexible model of firms facing non-convex capital adjustment costs and applies it to US manufacturing firms. 4 Our paper is related to Nilsen and Schiantarelli (2003) and Whited (2006) , which estimate investment hazards for Norway and the USA respectively.
Our specification and use of a firm-level hazard is novel relative to the current literature in two main ways. First, we estimate an empirical hazard that includes measures of the aggregate environment. Previous papers have showed that the hazard is pro-cyclical by allowing the average spike propensity to vary with year dummies. By explicitly including measures of the aggregate environment we can show which types of common shock are affecting investment outcomes. We use simulations of firm-level investment spikes to
show that the inclusion in the hazard of three simple, easily available measures of the aggregate environment -aggregate demand growth, uncertainty and the cost of capital -can do a very good job of replicating the fluctuations in aggregate investment. We are also able to quantify how important these factors are in driving aggregate investment, both in general and during the Great Recession.
Second, we incorporate an important dimension of firm heterogeneity. In empirical work to date, the level of the hazard has been allowed to vary with a limited set of fixed firm characteristics, but they have had no bearing on the response of hazards to shocks. One major difficulty is that time-varying firm characteristics are endogenous to investment decisions and therefore non-trivial to include in investment hazards. We exploit the Great Recession as a form of experiment to test whether firms that differ before the recession (in ways that are predicted to be correlated with how they respond to shocks) differ in their investment patterns after the recession. Specifically, we incorporate capital structure (measured by firms' debt holdings) into the firm-level hazard in order to explain (at least part of) the heterogeneous response of firms to the Great Recession. Balance sheet factors have received relatively little attention in empirical models of investment and -to our knowledge -have not been considered in the context of investment hazards; the effects of the cost of capital and financial constraints on investment are more commonly studied . 5 Yet, the 'financial accelerator' originally set out by Bernanke (1981) describes how an endogenous worsening of credit market conditions can act to amplify real adverse economic shocks. In short, shocks that 4 Caballero et al. (1995) and Caballero and Engel (1999) develop the concept of the gap between a firm's actual and desired capital stock. A structural investment model can be used to estimate the gap, allowing the drivers of the gap to be empirically estimated. This alternative method is less attractive in our setting since it would require accurately estimating the (possibly substantially changed) desired capital stock in the wake of the recession. Non-convexities have also been studied in the context of a Q model; see, for example, Abel and Eberly (1994) and Abel et al. (1996) .
5 Gilchrist and Zakrajšek (2012) use firm specific corporate bond spreads to assess the role of credit during the recession in the US, while Franklin et al. (2015) use information on firms' pre-recession banking relationships to identify the effects of credit on firm performance and productivity in the UK. Benito and Young (2002) find a significant effect of financial pressure, defined as the ratio of interest payments to profits, in reducing investment.
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reduce asset values can render a firm less able to service a (nominal) debt. This can depress investment directly as firms divert resources away from investment towards paying down the debt and indirectly as the weakened financial position leads to an increased cost of external finance. The potential 'financial distress' costs associated with high debt levels are seen as a key factor in determining debt levels in theories of capital structure that posit a trade-off between the costs and benefits of holding debt (Bradley et al. (1984) 
reviews).
That is, firms will weigh the benefits of holding debt (notably the tax deductions associated with interest payments) against the risk associated with having a high debt level when a negative shock arises.
6 The
Great Recession led to a reduction in the net present value of assets for many firms. We test whether those firms operating with high debt-to-asset ratios before 2008 -and therefore more exposed to financial distress in the wake of a financial crisis -responded differently following the recession. We present evidence that the probability of undertaking a spike post-2008 fell substantially more for the minority of firms that operate with high debt than for other firms. The key assumption behind this approach is that firms did not foresee the particular 2008 crisis in the prior decade.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data, documents firm-level investment patterns and presents evidence on the role of firm-level investment spikes in driving aggregate investment. Section 3 sets out the hazard framework, our empirical specification and baseline results. Sections 4 and 5 set out our results on aggregate fluctuations and capital structure respectively. A final section concludes and comments on the implications of our results for policy.
Data and the description of investment spikes
We use data from the financial accounts of a large, unbalanced panel of UK firms in the years 1995 to 2011.
These data cover firms from across the economy. 7 To date, much of the empirical work on investment has considered firms in the manufacturing industry, which in the UK accounts for just 10% of national output.
Our interest is in considering changes in capital stocks. For each firm, we measure the year-on-year change in the tangible fixed assets stock (∆K), which will capture the net effect of gross investment, disposals and 6 There are other costs and benefits associated with debt contracts. For example, debt allows the firm to retain control over decisions but also incorporates an obligation that the sum be repaid on the agreed terms.
7 We exclude the following industries, which either have frequent and dramatic swings in capital stocks or often have zero capital stock: Construction, Mining, Real Estate, head office services and activities of households as employers.
the depreciation of assets. We will refer to this as (net) investment. A year in which no new investment occurs will usually appear as a small fall in the capital stock as a result of ongoing depreciation.
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We work with a sample of 54,998 UK firms (655,168 observations) that file unconsolidated accounts, are not defined as small (based on their assets, employment or turnover) and have complete data on tangible fixed assets.
9 To prevent our analysis being skewed by extreme outliers, we remove firms that have an absolute change in tangible assets that is in the top or bottom 0.02% in any year. On average, firms in the sample have £3.13 million of fixed assets (the standard deviation is £24.48 million). Firms in our sample can, on average, be thought of as large enough to have access to bank credit but not so large as to have easy access to large equity markets. The very largest, often publicly traded, firms that file consolidated accounts are not in the sample, although their UK subsidiaries will be where there are available unconsolidated accounts.
65.2% of firms in the sample are standalone firms and not part of a larger group; of the remainder, about half are UK headquartered.
Figure 2.1 shows the aggregate capital stock in our sample compared to the national accounts aggregate.
We do not expect our series to completely replicate aggregate data given that our measure is based on the book value of historic capital costs and we do not have a fully representative sample. However, our series tracks the turning points in the aggregate series, giving us confidence that our sample of firms and capital stock measure is relevant for considering the factors that drive changes in the aggregate capital stock over the economic cycle. We see that capital was growing in the period from [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] , fell substantially during the recession and had started to rebound in 2011.
8 Depreciation refers to accounting depreciation. It will capture any revaluation of assets that are recorded on the accounts but this happens infrequently. For a subset of firms we directly observe depreciation and therefore I it − D it . From this we verify that changes in net investment are driven by acquisitions and disposals rather than varying depreciation rates.
9 The data are drawn from balance sheets and profit and loss accounts and available commercially from Bureau Van Dyke (Amadeus). Our sample covers all firms that were active at some point between 2009 and 2013, a choice driven by data availability. We exclude firms that are small, defined by Bureau van Dyke as those with fewer than 15 employees, turnover of less than e1 million and total assets of less than e2 million. These firms account for a very small proportion of capital. We use information on firms that file unconsolidated accounts, allowing us to isolate UK activity and avoid double counting. We check all results using a balanced panel of 21,508 firms which are present from 1995 onwards. 
Firm level investment spikes
In line with the results of previous papers (including Doms and Dunne (1998) , Gourio and Kashyap (2007) and Nilsen and Schiantarelli (2003) for the US, US and Chile and Norway respectively), we find that large investments are important for driving growth in UK firms' capital stocks. For example, for 41% of firms, a single investment episode in the years 1995-2011 accounts for at least 50% of the sum of net increases in the capital stock over that period.
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For the empirical work, we require a definition of which investment episodes count as spikes. We follow previous empirical work by defining investment 'spikes' as events in which the net investment rate (i.e. ∆K it ) is above an absolute cut off. In our main results we use ∆K it > 20%.
11 The aim is to capture those investment decisions that will have been affected by non convex costs and that will thereby lead to 10 This calculation only includes events with positive net investment so as not to overestimate the role of large investments, and only includes firms that have at least 3 such events.
11 A 20% cut-off is used by Cooper et al. (1999) and Nilsen and Schiantarelli (2003) . While they use a measure of gross investment, our data uses net investment based on a book value capital stock measure. We find that the proportion of investment events that are spikes is similar in our sample to these papers. Furthermore, we ensure that our results are robust to alternative absolute spike definitions (15% and 30%) and a relative firm-level measure, which defines the spike threshold as the greater of 2.5 times the median investment for the firm or 10%. An alternative, used by Letterie and Pfann (2007) and Letterie et al. (2010) , is to use a structural model to endogenously identify those investment events that are subject to non-convex costs. 7 a substantial change in productive capacity. We confirm that not only are such spikes an important driver of increases in capital stocks (more on this below), they are also (statistically significantly) correlated to increases in employment, implying an association between spikes and increased productive capacity.
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We establish four notable features of UK firms' investment patterns. First, most firms undertake investment spikes, but they are relatively rare: 81% of all firms, and 92% of firms that we observe from 1995 onwards, have at least one spike, but spikes account for just 20.3% of firm year observations. Second, between spikes capital stocks are often depreciating, indicating little or no gross investment. 62% of firm-year observations that are not spikes involve a (mostly small) negative change in the capital stock. Excluding spikes that occur in consecutive periods, 13 on average capital stocks decrease by 18% between spike events.
Third, spikes are important for individual firms' capital stock growth. Among the firms that have at least one spike, changes in net capital stock that occur in spiking episodes on average account for more than 100% of the total change (across all years) in net capital stock (due to the presence of negative capital stock changes in our data). 14 Fourth, there are notable differences in the propensity to spike across firms. Of the firms that have at least one spike, 25% spike only once, while 15% spike 5 times or more. Spike propensity also varies by industry, both in terms of level and volatility across years. For example, business and consumer service companies are (statistically significantly) more likely to spike than manufacturing companies.
Investment spikes and aggregate investment
There is ongoing interest and debate about the extent to which firm-level investment spikes impact on aggregate investment. We examine empirically how much of the annual variation in aggregate UK investment (as measured from our sample of company accounts) is explained by variation in firm-level investment spikes.
We follow an approach similar to that of Gourio and Kashyap (2007) , who provide evidence for firms in Chile and the US and conclude that "aggregate investment is largely driven by investment spikes". We find very 12 In the spirit of identifying substantial changes in productive capacity, we do not classify as spikes events which are either preceded or proceeded by large falls in the asset stock, which we assume represent accounting, rather than genuine economic, adjustments. In the analysis that follows, we classify these 'false' spike events as small positive investments. Details are provided in Appendix A, where we also show that these events are not associated with increases in employment. In so far as these events do represent genuine increases in productive capacity, our analysis will understate the role of spikes.
13 27.5% of spikes in our data are followed by another spike in the next period. This is likely due to our data being observed at annual intervals, while large investment events may span multiple accounting periods.
14 For a subsample of 9,547 firms for which we observe depreciation, we calculate net investment gross of depreciation. At the mean, spikes account for 70% of a firm's total investment by this measure. similar evidence for the UK both before and during the Great Recession. Specifically, we document three new empirical findings.
1. The amount of investment that happens as part of firm-level investment spikes is important for the level of the aggregate UK capital stock growth.
2. The annual variation in aggregate UK investment is mostly driven by variation in investment spikes. This is particularly notable in the period of the Great Recession from 2008-2011. 3. This annual variation occurs largely through the extensive margin (the change in the capital weighted number of firms spiking) and not the intensive margin (the size of spikes).
The first two facts are demonstrated in the first panel of Figure 2 .2. We decompose the rate of change in the total aggregate capital stock (I/K t−1 ) into four groups according to whether changes at the firm-level represent: a spike in the investment rate of greater than 20% (s); a positive change of between 5% and 20% (p); a small change between plus and minus 5% (0); a negative change of at least -5% (n) (equation 2.1).
The category containing spikes (s) need not dominate the level of aggregate investment by construction. This is because spikes are defined as investments that are large for the firm (i.e. they don't necessarily measure investments that are large in absolute terms). It is also not the case that spikes will necessarily explain the majority of variation in aggregate investment. Nonetheless, we find both to be the case.
We quantify how important spikes are for changes in aggregate investment by decomposing variation in the aggregate investment rate (I/K t−1 ). Details are provided in Table 2 .1. The share of variance accounted for by variation in the investment rate of firms conducting spikes is 48%, rising to 56% in the years [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] (despite accounting for only 18.3% of observations over this period.) Looking at net investment inclusive of depreciation understates the importance of these events in increasing the capital stock, however. 16 For 15 'False spikes' (see section 2.1 for details) are classified in the 5% to 20% category despite having an investment rate over 20%. To the extent that these events are increases in productive capacity, we will understate the role of spikes.
16 In particular, the importance of negative net investment events may be overstated at the expense of the role of spikes. If negative net investment events arise mostly as a result of depreciation, a reduction in the number of spikes that occur (alongside a corresponding increase in negative net investment events) will reduce overall investment, but the effect on net investment will be attributed both to a reduction in spikes and an increase in negative net investment. 9 the subsample of firms for which we can calculate net investment gross of depreciation, spikes account for substantially more of the variation, and negative investment events are less important. Categories based on size of firm-level investment rate as in equation 2.1. For the sub-sample of firms with depreciation information, we decompose net investment gross of depreciation, but maintain classifications of investment events based on the net investment rate. The share of total variation accounted for by each category, I
x /K t−1 is measured as cov
Kt−1 /var I Kt−1 . This method attributes the covariance terms between the investment of two groups equally to each group. Columns sum to 1 by construction.
Variation in the investment that takes place as part of spikes will be driven by both an extensive margin -the number of firms undertaking a spike -and the intensive margin -the average size of the spike. We quantify the contribution of the intensive and extensive margins by decomposing (in logs)
Kt−1 into the average investment rate of spiking firms (intensive margin),
, and the capital weighted number of firms spiking (extensive margin),
These series are plotted in the second panel of Figure 2 .2. The figure shows the counterfactual paths for the overall spike investment rate ( Is Kt−1 ) if only one of the intensive (
) or extensive (
Kt−1 ) margins had varied while the other was held at its sample mean. It is clear from the Figure that the variation in I s /K t−1 is explained by movements in the extensive margin. While the average investment rate conditional on spiking is relatively stable over time, the extensive margin tracks with the aggregate rate. The covariance between the extensive margin and the overall investment of spiking firms (
Kt−1 ) is greater than 1 (the contributions of the intensive and extensive margins sum to 1 by design), showing that the trend is driven by the number of firms spiking and not the size of those spikes (the basis for fact three above). This finding corroborates the evidence of Gourio and Kashyap (2007) and Bachmann et al. (2013) , who similarly found a dominant extensive margin, but in a new geographical (the UK), industrial (the whole economy rather than just manufacturing) and macroeconomic (a recession) setting.
In summary, we show that variation in aggregate investment is driven by the amount of investment that takes places as part of a spike, which in turn is driven by the number of spikes that take place. We conclude that understanding variation in aggregate investment requires understanding firms' propensity to perform spikes.
3 Firm-level investment hazards
Empirical specification
In order to consider what explains variation in the propensity to spike across firms and time and, in particular, in response to the Great Recession, we model the probability that a firm undertakes an investment spike in a given year conditional on firm characteristics and the duration since the last spike (an investment hazard).
Intuitively, we control for duration to capture the investment dynamics created by non-convex adjustment costs. Immediately following a spike, a firms' capital stock should be at (or close to) the desired level but as time passes the old capital stock depreciates and it becomes more likely that the benefits of investment (from, for example, technological advances embodied in new capital or the ability to satisfy increases in demand) 11 outweighs the costs. More formally, Cooper et al. (1999) motivate the estimation of an investment hazard from a ('machine replacement') model in which firms make a discrete choice each period as to whether to replace an item of capital stock while facing non-convex adjustment costs (their specification can be seen as a specific example of the more general firm optimisation problem set out in Bond and Van Reenen (2007) ). The productivity of the capital stock is affected by the age of the equipment and any shocks to profitability. There is a gain to capital replacement both because old capital depreciates and new capital embodies new technology. Firms weigh the benefits from a more productive capital stock against the (nonconvex) costs of replacement.
17 When adjustment entails fixed costs and profitability shocks are sufficiently serially correlated, the probability that a spike occurs is increasing in the time since the last spike (i.e. the hazard is upward sloping). Under these conditions, the hazard is also expected to be procylical, such that the probability of a spike increases when profitability is higher.
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There is a small literature estimating investment hazards, mainly aimed at testing whether hazard functions are upward sloping as evidence of non-convex capital adjustment costs. Cooper et al. (1999) and Nilsen and Schiantarelli (2003) find evidence (for at least some types of capital) of upward sloping hazards for US and Norwegian plants respectively. Whited (2006) find evidence of an upward sloping hazard and use a sample-splitting approach to identify the effects of credit constraints. Broadly, the empirical approach taken in all of these papers is based on a proportional hazard function (θ(.)) of the form:
where θ 0 (t) is the baseline hazard at time t that is common across spike events, X is a vector of covariates (including the duration since the previous spike) that shift the hazard and β are the corresponding parameters. υ i represents unobserved firm-level heterogeneity. Previous work has differed mainly in the specification of X and the assumed functional form of υ i .
We follow this approach in estimating an investment hazard for UK firms. Specifically, we estimate the probability (hazard) that a firm, i, undertakes an investment spike conditional on the duration (measured in years, t) since the last spike. In estimation we allow firms' durations to be right censored and firms to undertake more than one spike event, s. 19 We assume that time is discrete and parameterize the hazard as a logistic function. The probability (hazard rate) that the length of an event s (of firm i) -T s -is equal to j, conditional on the time since the last spike, a set of covariates (X it ) and a firm specific effect (υ i ) is therefore:
where D j is a dummy for each possible duration, J is the maximum observed duration and γ j are the associated coefficients. We use dummies to capture duration dependence in order not to impose functional form assumptions. In X it we include year dummies and firm characteristics (firm age, decade of incorporation, size and industry) that may be related to adjustment costs or expected shocks. Including a measure of firm size also allows us to control for the possibility that our measure of spikes will not be comparable across firms that differ in how aggregated their capital stocks are across assets. The model is identified from variation across firms that are at different points in their investment durations at different points in time, and from variation across time within firms that undertake multiple spikes.
We explicitly control for unobserved heterogeneity, assuming υ i ∼ N (0, 1) (this is equivalent to a random effect). Failure to control for unobserved heterogeneity across individuals in duration models is known to lead to a downward bias in the hazard function (Lancaster (1992) ). In the context of investment spikes, firms may, for example, differ in their (unobserved) fixed cost of adjustment. If firms with lower costs replace their capital more frequently, then considering a cross section of firms may lead us to conclude that the hazard is downward sloping, even if it is upward sloping for any given firm. Effectively, we would have a sample selection problem at high values of duration: only firms with more durable capital will remain, leading to a lower probability of spike relative to lower values of duration. We expect the observed firm-level characteristics to reduce but not remove heterogeneity.
Estimation
We define a dichotomous indicator variable, Y it , that equals 1 if firm i has an investment spike in year t and 0 otherwise. P isjt in equation 3.2 denotes the conditional probability that Y it = 1. The log-likelihood function for a sample of N firm-events can therefore be written as:
where t i andt i reflect the first and last year respectively for which a firm is in the estimation sample. 20 As set out above, P isjt is a function of covariates for firm i at duration j and time t. Our data includes spells that can last up to 17 years. We estimate the specification using maximum likelihood. Table 3 .1 summarises the sample of 42,508 firms used in estimation. A firm enters the estimation sample when we observe its first spike (as we cannot measure duration before this point) and therefore the estimation sample excludes firms that never spike. Firm size is measured using lagged fixed assets and categorized into deciles in each year. Each firm belongs to one of 16 industries. We include dummies for the decade of firm incorporation and a measure of age in years (these effectively allow a non-linear affect of firm age on investment). Table 3 .2 shows the baseline results. The coefficients are odds ratios. The hazard is upward sloping at high durations once unobserved heterogeneity is controlled for (column 2). 21 This is in line with the previous investment hazard literature, which also finds that accounting for unobserved heterogeneity is important. The shape of the hazard can be seen more clearly in Figure 3 .1, where we also illustrate results from a specification using grouped dummies. The groups are chosen to indicate the durations at which the probability of a spike is statistically significantly higher than at the previous duration.
Baseline hazard
We find heterogeneity in spike propensity based on size, age and industry: smaller firms, younger firms and those in utilities and business services are more likely to spike. We found no evidence that the slope, rather than the level, of the hazard differed significantly across these characteristics. Year dummies capture 20 In the absence of unobserved heterogeneity, this is equivalent to a standard binary logit model. 21 In all specifications we have run, the probability of spike is highest at duration equals 1 (i.e. in the period immediately after a spike). Large investment episodes may often be spread across multiple periods, explaining this result. These results are robust to estimation on a balanced panel of just under 17,000 firms and to alternative definitions of an investment spike. Notes: Statistics are measured over the years 1998-2011. The estimation sample excludes (from the full sample used in Section 2) firms that do not spike. The debt sample includes only firms in the balanced panel (present from 1995 onwards) with full capital structure information and no year in which the debt-to-asset ratio exceeds 200%. Sources: Policy Uncertainty from Baker et al. (2015) , GDP growth from Office for National Statistics (Series ABMI), Cost of capital from Oulton and Wallis (2015) . Table 3 .2. The dashed lines are based on the specification with grouped dummies in column 3 of Table 3 .2. The grouped dummy specifications represent the duration levels at which the spike probability significantly differs from the previous duration.
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Variation over the business cycle
We are interested in explaining common (across firms) annual variation in spike propensity. This is in contrast to the previous literature on investment hazards, which has captured annual variation through the use of year dummies (as their interest was in identifying a hazard slope, and therefore controlling for aggregate variation, rather than explaining it). To this end, our first contribution to the investment hazard literature is to allow the hazard to vary with measures of the aggregate economic conditions in order to better understand why the hazard is varying year-on-year and what drives the procyclicality of spikes shown above.
We expect the propensity to undertake a spike to vary across the business cycle as a result of changes in the economic environment that firms face. The 2008 recession entailed (possibly idiosyncratic) negative demand shocks. Lower demand would be expected to induce firms to reduce their desired capital stocks and therefore their demand for investment. This in turn might lead firms to delay or cancel planned investment 'spikes' and possibly to reduce their capital stock. The 2008 recession was also accompanied by a large increase in uncertainty over both the path of the recovery and economic policies (Baker et al. (2015) , Haddow et al. (2013) ). Uncertainty creates a real option value to waiting until more information is available (Dixit and Pindyck (1994) , Bloom et al. (2007) ) and therefore provides an incentive for firms to delay investment decisions and postpone entering new markets (Bloom (2009) , Disney et al. (2003) ). Finally, the cost of capital (both debt and new equity) increased substantially at the start of the recession. A higher cost of capital lowers the net benefit of undertaking an investment and is therefore expected to reduce investment.
Motivated by these factors (and the large underlying literature on how economic conditions affect investment incentives across the business cycle), we include three time varying macroeconomic variables in the hazard function (in X it , instead of year dummies): annual GDP growth (a measure of aggregate demand), policy uncertainty (from Baker et al. (2015)) and a measure of the weighted (across debt and equity finance) average cost of capital (Oulton and Wallis (2015)). We enter the later with a one year lag. The effects of these aggregate variables are identified from variation in the average spike propensity over time. 23 The variables are summarised in Table 3 .1. In estimation we adjust the variables to approximate the standard normal distribution such that the coefficients show the impact of a one standard deviation change in the variable. Table 4 .1 presents the results. The signs are as expected: higher GDP growth is associated with a greater spike propensity, while greater uncertainty or finance costs reduce the probability of a spike. A one standard deviation fall in GDP growth leads to a 9% reduction in spike probability. The equivalent effects of a one standard deviation increase in uncertainty or in the weighted average cost of capital are a 8% and 3% reduction respectively.
These results imply that variation in the cost of capital is less important than demand or uncertainty in driving investment over the cycle. This may be because demand and uncertainty are more important for determining the timing of spikes than the cost (which may matter more for the size of the spike at the intensive margin). It may also reflect that there is greater heterogeneity in the effect of finance costs across 23 It would be preferable (from an identification point of view) to use measures that varied at the firm-level. However, even where available, firm specific measures (such as sales growth, cash flows or the cost of capital) are endogenous to the investment decision. The discrete choice hazard framework does not lend itself to the instrumenting strategies (including system-GMM, see Arellano and Bond (1991) ) commonly used in linear investment models or to many of the techniques used to try to estimate financial constraints ).
firms (the estimates will capture average effects across firms). In column 2 of Table 4 .1, we present some evidence for this. The spike probability for a younger firm (defined as a firm incorporated after 2000) is more responsive to the cost of capital than other firms. For this group, a one standard deviation increase in the weighted average cost of capital leads to a 9% reduction in spike probability. 24 In column 3 we exclude new firms from the sample and find no significant effect from the cost of capital. These results are consistent with previous evidence that finance is especially important for young firms (Brown et al. (2009) 24 The overall effect of the weighted average cost of capital on new firms is given by the exponent of the sum of the logs of the coefficients in the Table. 4.1 25 Whited (2006) studies financial constraints in a hazard framework using a sample splitting approach (firms are split into groups that are similar in all dimensions except how likely they are to face financial constraints) and provides evidence that firms that are less likely to have internal resources (and therefore more likely to be constrained) have lower investment hazards. We do not follow this approach here because (i) we are not confident that there is a selection criteria that produces sub-samples of firms that differ only in their financial conditions (Kaplan and Zingales (1997) critiques this method) and (ii) characteristics used to determine whether firms have access to external finance in normal times will not necessarily capture those firms who experience a worsening in credit conditions during the recession.
This approach has the benefit of being simple and easy to implement using readily available measures of the aggregate environment. However, one may be concerned that the simple aggregate measures are endogenous. Most notably, a measure of aggregate GDP will in part be capturing aggregate investment. To address this we repeat the exercise with a number of alternative variables, including growth in only consumer spending or an industry level measure of downstream demand (as used in Shea (1993) )in place of aggregate GDP. The pattern of the results are broadly unchanged. 
Simulations of aggregate investment from firm hazards
Using the specification that includes aggregate measures, we can conduct a dynamic simulation of firm-level investment spikes and show that the resulting sum of firm-level spikes in a given year matches the observed pattern. Given that the movements in aggregate UK investment are driven predominately by the number of firm-level investment spikes (shown in Section 2), we conclude that our model can be used to replicate the pattern of aggregate UK investment.
Specifically, in the first year that a firm enters the sample we use the estimated parameters (column 1 from Table 4 .1) to calculate the probability that that firm will spike. Based on this we recalculate the subsequent path of firm-level duration and repeat the exercise for each following year.
27 Figure 4 .1 shows the actual spike frequency (i.e. the proportion of firms that we observed spiking each year) and the simulated frequency of firms that undertake an investment spike. The simulated frequency matches the actual pattern, and in particular the turning points around the recession, very well. With year dummies this would be trivially true (the dummies ensure that the model predicts the correct proportion of spiking firms each year), but this is not the case with the aggregate variables; the turning points need not necessarily be matched.
Simulations can also be used to demonstrate which of the aggregate variables was most important in driving the aggregate trend, especially during the recession. 
The role of duration
Simulations can also be used to measure how important changes in the cross-sectional distribution of firm durations are for explaining aggregate investment. In the presence of non-convex capital adjustment costs (and an upward sloping hazard), a shock that increases (decreases) the proportion of firms that spike leads to a fall (increase) in the average duration. This shift in the cross-section of durations can itself affect the path of aggregate investment (because firms at high durations are more likely to invest). We find that changes in the cross sectional distribution of durations explain very little of the movement in aggregate investment.
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Common shocks (whether captured through year dummies or aggregate variables) are significantly more 29 As in the simulations described in the main text, one can conduct a simulation where the duration parameters are set to zero (creating a flat hazard) and use this to consider how the inclusion of duration affects the fit of the model.
important. This is in line with the findings of Nilsen and Schiantarelli (2003) . However, and as noted by Cooper et al. (1999) , changes in the cross-sectional capital stock age (duration) may play a bigger role following large changes in aggregate investment. We expect that to be true for the UK. For most of our sample period, the cross-sectional distribution was relatively stable. Following the recession, the large fall in the frequency of investment spikes in 2009, 2010 and 2011 acted to increase average duration. It is plausible that this move in the cross-sectional distribution towards higher durations will affect aggregate investment in later years (that are outside our period of observation).
5 Firm investment heterogeneity and capital structure 5.1 Capital structure and financial distress
There was substantial heterogeneity in firm-level investment during and immediately following the crisis. We consider whether part of this variation in behaviour across firms during the recession can be explained by their capital structure. Specifically, we ask whether firms that operate with high debt-to-asset ratios were more likely to reduce their investment in response to the recession. The intuition behind this hypothesis is that those firms with relatively high levels of debt are more likely to have experienced financial distress during the financial crisis. They would have been more susceptible to the possibility that an endogenous worsening of credit market conditions acts to amplify real adverse economic shocks; this is the 'financial accelerator' originally set out by Bernanke (1981) .
30 Consider a firm that faces a negative demand or productivity shock that in turn reduces cash flows. This renders the firm less able to service a (nominal) debt that is now larger relative to the reduced value of assets. In some cases, the firm may have to sell capital assets at a deep discount in order to service the debt. In less extreme cases, the firm may still have to divert resources away from investment towards paying down the debt and would expect to face a higher cost of external finance for any new debt issued (due to the increase in the default probability and lower levels of collateral).
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The premium on external finance may increase by more for high debt firms if adverse financial conditions are accompanied by a"flight to quality", whereby investors (and banks) prefer lower return, safer assets 30 See also Bernanke (1983) , Bernanke and Gertler (1989) , Bemanke et al. (1996) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) . 31 In Bernanke (1981) , a reduction in the internal resources in and of itself increases the cost of investment because external finance is assumed to come at a premium to external resources. (Bemanke et al. (1996) ). One would expect these 'financial distress' costs to be more pronounced for firms operating with higher debt-to-assets ratios.
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There is no consensus view on how capital structure relates to investment and the two main competing theories of capital structure -the pecking order theory and trade-off theory (Harris and Raviv (1991) describe) -have both been shown to match data poorly.
33 DeAngelo et al. (2011) set out a dynamic trade-off theory that can reconcile the notion that firms are trading off the costs and benefits of holding debt with the empirical regularities on how firms' debt positions evolve. Effectively, by augmenting a static trade-off model with an opportunity cost to taking out debt today and thereby reducing debt capacity in future periods, firm investment policy is made endogenous to the debt decision. 34 This theory predicts that firms operate with a long run debt target that can be thought of as the level of debt that balances the tax shield provided by interest payments with the costs of financial distress and the opportunity cost of borrowing today rather than preserving borrowing capacity. Firms will deviate temporarily and deliberately from this target in response to shocks that increase the incentives to undertake investment. DeAngelo et al. (2011) show theoretically that investment spikes are associated with increases in debt ratios, which then steadily revert back to the firm's target in subsequent periods as firms build debt capacity for future investments.
Following the line of reasoning of a dynamic trade-off theory of capital structure, we expect firms' debt choices to be related to their investment, and in particular to investment spikes, but for debt choices to also vary across firms for other reasons. We confirm the link between debt and investment spikes for firms in our sample. Table 5 .1 shows that spikes are associated with increases in debt-to-asset ratios (measured as the ratio of total debt (current and non-current loans and liabilities owed to creditors) relative to total fixed assets).. Periods of investment inaction are characterised, in general, by falling or static debt-to-asset ratios. This is despite the fact that a spike implies a substantial increase in the denominator of the ratio. The 32 For a given percentage fall in asset value, those firms with high debt-to-asset ratios will face a larger absolute increase in the debt-to-asset ratio, such that, for a given shock, they are further away from their debt target and have more work to do to restore their balance sheets. We assume here that firms with higher debt targets have higher targets due to greater benefits to holding debt (for example, because they are more capital intensive or are more profitable). If differences in debt targets arise from differing costs (for example because some firms are just inherently more 'creditworthy'), we would not necessarily expect high debt firms to be more exposed during the recession. For our sample of firms, that excludes large publicly traded firms, differences in creditworthiness are likely to be less pronounced.
33 A static trade-off model predicts that firms choose debt to meet a stable target (Bradley et al. (1984) ). Criticisms of this model are discussed by Myers (1984) Titman and Wessels (1988) and Rajan and Zingales (1995) ). The 'pecking order' theory posits that external funds are raised solely for investment and ranked according to the costs associated with asymmetric information. Neither models' predictions match the observation that debt levels are linked to but not solely driven by investment (Fama and French (2002) , DeAngelo et al. (2011) ).
34 DeAngelo et al. (2011) additionally assume a finite debt capacity, motivated by the presence of financial distress costs and the asymmetric information problems that limit creditors' willingness to allow firms to take on large quantities of debt.
differences in mean debt-asset ratio change in Table 5 .1 are statistically significant. This evidence suggests that investment spikes are often funded by debt, and so variability in debt ratios for firms over time will be linked to their capital accumulation (i.e. endogenous to investment decisions). 
Estimating the role of capital structure
There is substantial variation in debt-to-asset ratios across firms (Table 3 .1 summarises). Some firms in some years hold no debt at all while others have debt greater than their assets. In just under 30% of firm-years debt holdings are zero, but only 4.3% of firms never hold debt over the sample period.
If firms' debt choices follow a dynamic trade-off, then in a cross section there will be two types of firms with high debt: those with high debt targets and those at temporarily high levels of debt (above their target).
Broadly, the latter are likely to be those firms that have recently undertaken a large investment. As a result, we expect a contemporaneous or lagged measure of a firm's debt position to be endogenous to the decision of whether to undertake an investment spike (even after controlling for duration).
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To identify the relationship between capital structure and investment in the post recession period we construct an indicator of those firms that operate with high debt-to-asset ratios in all years. The aim is to distinguish these firms from those that are high debt temporarily as a result of their point in the investment cycle. That is, we seek to overcome endogeneity concerns by exploiting our panel of data to construct a measure of firms' capital positions that can be thought of as a fixed characteristic and that is predicted to be directly related to the probability that a firm suffers financial distress costs following the recession. In constructing a measure of high debt we account for systematic differences in average debt levels across industries. These will arise for a variety of reasons, including, for example, differences in the demand for assets that are more or less suitable as collateral. We do not want to simply measure high (low)-debt firms as those that operate in the utilities (agriculture) sectors. We therefore consider firms' debt positions relative to other firms within the same industry. Specifically, in each year, we classify firms that are observed from 1995-2011 (i.e. those in the balanced panel) into quintiles within broad industry groupings based on their debt-to-assets ratio.Year-on-year, firms tend to make relatively small moves across ranks; debt quintiles are fairly persistent (Table 5. 2). Yet, over the 16 years from 1995, almost two thirds of firms are in the lowest quintile at least once and over half are in the highest quintile at least once (Table 5. 3).
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We class as 'high-debt' those firms that have a debt-to-asset ratio that is in the top 60% of the industryyear distribution in all years. This group can be though of as an indication of firms that operate with a high debt target. In our data, this group represents 23% of firms (the firms with a minimum quintile of 3 or above in Table 5 .3) and has an average debt-to-asset ratio of 51%.
by allowing year dummies to be interacted with the indicator of high debt firms. Table 5 One cannot interpret these results as saying that a high debt target boosts investment. Clearly, the relationship is as likely to run in the other direction (firms may operate with high debt targets if they expect to have high investment demand). More broadly, the debt target of the firm (and whether a firm is in the group we define as 'high debt') will be correlated with a range of firm characteristics. For example, in the dynamic trade-off theory of capital structure set out previously, firms that face a low volatility of shocks to investment opportunities are likely to have higher debt targets (because they place a lower value on the opportunity cost of preserving debt capacity). The coefficient on 'constant high debt' is therefore capturing the average effect of the number of ways in which high debt firms differ. While it is possible that some of these characteristics will affect how firms respond to the recession, we argue that such characteristics do not lead to a systematic positive or negative bias in the coefficient capturing the interaction between the recession and high debt firms. We interpret the latter result as indicative that firms tending to operate with high levels of debt were less likely to invest in the wake of the recession because they were more exposed to the financial costs associated with having a high debt-to-asset ratio at a time when the cost of debt is increasing and credit supply contracting. The fact that the effect is strongest in 2009 supports this interpretation as this was the year in which our measure of the weighted average cost of capital was highest, and the year in which commercial interest rates were highest.
As discussed above, we expect a contemporaneous or lagged measure of a firm's debt rank to be endogenous. It is not possible therefore to separately identify investment dynamics from any direct effects of contemporaneous debt levels on investment choices. We can, however, address the concern that the result in column two is driven by those firms that had high debt in the years directly preceding the recession, which would mean that we are picking up any interactions between investment dynamics (as captured by temporarily high debt) and the recession rather than the effect of operating with persistently high debt. In column three we control for a lagged measure of a firm's rank (within an industry) of the debt-to-asset ratio.
Column 4 additionally interacts a contemporaneous measure with the 2009 year dummy. The coefficient on 'high-debt' is little changed. That is, the effect is not simply driven by the contemporaneous debt position.
The choice of the 'high-debt' firm definition is driven by a desire to avoid our results being driven by mean reversion. As a robustness test to ensure that we are picking up a recession effect, we run a placebo test in which we treat 2005 and 2006 as a 'dummy recession' defining high debt firms based on the years 1995-2007. We do not find any significant effect, implying that our results are picking up a recession effect rather than by the way we define high debt firms. A second concern might be that, by requiring that firms have relatively high debt levels both before and during the recession, we capture only those high debt firms that were unable to reduce their debt levels when the recession hit. However, in a further robustness check we define high debt on the pre-recession period, and this does not materially affect our results.
We conclude that there is evidence that capital structure helps to explain the heterogeneity in firms' responses to the recession. Firms that operate consistently with high debt are a relatively small group ( 23% of our sample) but they account for a significant share of investment (50% in the years prior to 2008).
Running simulations of the kind run in Section 4.1, we find that if high-debt firms were affected by the recession in the same way as other firms (on average), the share of firms spiking in 2009 would have been 0.6 ppt higher (12.5% vs 11.9%), which accounts for 20% of the observed reduction in spike probability between 2007 and 2009. 
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In this paper, we set out and estimate a firm-level model of investment that: (i) incorporates measures of the aggregate economic environment and can be used to replicate aggregate business cycle variation; (ii) incorporates a role for firm capital structure, which we demonstrate helps to explain the heterogeneous response of firms' investment to the Great Recession. We take as a starting point the body of evidence that capital stock adjustment is subject to non-convex costs leading investment to take place intermittently through 'spikes'. Based on this, we develop a duration model in which the firm investment hazard reflects the probability that an investment spike occurs, conditional on the time since the previous spike, the aggregate environment and a range of firm characteristics.
We apply this framework to the UK, which saw a large fall in investment following 2008 and a recovery that differed substantially across firms. We show that spikes are relatively rare at the firm level, but that most firms undertake them and that they are important drivers of the firm-level capital stock growth. We also
show that investment that happens as part of spikes drives cyclicality in aggregate investment. In particular, variation in aggregate investment is driven by the frequency rather than the magnitude of investment spikes.
This finding generalises a result previously found for the US and Chile to the UK and across many sectors.
We show that the probability that a UK firm undertook an investment spike fell substantially after 2008
and we present evidence that this was driven initially by a reduction in aggregate demand and subsequently prolonged through increased uncertainty. We present evidence that firms operating with high levels of debt before the recession were less likely to invest afterwards (all else equal). This finding is consistent with the notion that such firms were more exposed to financial distressed costs associated with having a high debtto-asset ratio at a time when the value of assets falls, the cost of debt is increasing and the credit supply contracting.
We conclude that in order to understand investment at the firm and/or the aggregate level, one must consider both firm-level factors (such as the presence of non-convex adjustment costs and heterogeneous characteristics such as capital structure) and changes in the aggregate environment. A firm-level investment hazard with aggregate characteristics provides a straightforward and tractable way to incorporate both types of factor.
that policy could play in fostering a recovery. Our results have two implications for policies aimed at firm investment. First, since aggregate investment is driven predominately by firm-level investment spikes, marginal changes in the cost of capital (resulting from cuts to interest rates) may be less effective in boosting aggregate investment than would be expected if firms faced convex adjustment costs (and therefore smoothly adjusted investment in response to changes in the cost of capital). Second, our results demonstrate that there can be significant heterogeneity across firms. Understanding such firm-level heterogeneity is a precursor to evaluating potential policy responses and for this a micro-founded model is required.
As we note in section 2, our definition of spikes is intended to capture increases in productive capacity. As a result, we would expect spikes to be associated with higher employment. Table A .1 shows that this is the case. In spike years, firms are less likely to reduce employment, and more likely to increase the size of their workforce, than any other type of event. This reassures us that our spikes are associated with genuine increases in productive capacity. We also estimate probit models to confirm that these differences are statistically significant. 36.6 12.9 50.4 100.0 <-5 46.8 13.2 40.0 100.0 Note: Includes firms with non-missing employment information (147,905 firm-year observations). A spike is discounted if a reduction in the capital stock in the subsequent period means that the increase in the capital stock no longer represents a 20% increase (allowing for a 10% depreciation rate), or if the spike follows a large reduction in the capital stock and merely works to undo that reduction.
Furthermore, Table A .1 distinguishes between 'discounted' spikes and other spikes. A spike is discounted if it is preceded or proceeded by a fall in the capital stock, such that (after accounting for an assumed 10% depreciation rate), the event no longer represents a substantial enough increase in productive capacity.
There are 13,425 such events, accounting for 2% of all observations and a little under 10% of all events with an investment rate greater than 20%. We make this distinction in order to ensure that our spikes are driven by genuine increases in productive capacity, rather than accounting changes that do not represent real economic adjustment. Discounted spikes are no more likely to result in an increase in employment than smaller positive investment events, which we argue justifies this distinction. In our descriptive analysis, we treat discounted spikes as 'small positive investments'. To the extent that these events actually do represent 35 large investments that overcome non-convex costs, our results will understate the importance of spikes in driving aggregate investment. Exponentiated coefficients * p < 0.05, * * p < 0.01, * * * p < 0.001
B Full table of baseline results
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In the third column, duration dummies 5 to 12 and 13 and above are grouped. The coefficients listed refer to the grouped dummies. Standard errors reported in parentheses.
